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Distributed by:

The Eclipse
In a Wide Array of Styles

The Eclipse is a new
Earthwise Vinyl Window.

Other Earthwise Vinyl
Windows include:

The Solstice, The
Eclipse, The Meridian,
and The Equator:
- Replacement windows

The Horizon:
- New Construction Single
Hung

The Solaris:
- New Construction Double
Hung 

The Aurora:
- Casement, Bay, and Bow
windows

The Equinox:
- Patio Doors

The Stratus:
- Woodgrain windows

LIFETIME VINYL WINDOW

WARRANTY

Earthwise
Vinyl Replacement Windows

We are proud to say that all Earthwise Vinyl
Windows have earned the Good Housekeeping Seal.

The Good Housekeeping Seal is the most
recognized warranty for quality assurance in America.
Earthwise Vinyl Windows are a select few window
products that are backed by the Good Housekeeping
Seal.

Good Housekeeping Seal

Earthwise Area Fabricator:

143.095 RDH

www.earthwisewindows.com



Distinctive Style 
Along with the beauty of an eclipse, the energy of the

sun is blocked by earth or moon. Like this image, the
Eclipse Double Hung Replacement Window blocks the
escape of costly energy within your home, leaving you a
comfortable, controlled setting throughout the year.

The Eclipse is the new, beautifully designed aesthetic
replacement window from Earthwise Vinyl Windows. With
contour lines and sculpted millwork features, the Eclipse
Replacement Window will give your home a fresh, cleanly
elegant, new look.

Beyond style, this fully welded vinyl window offers the
most technologically advanced design and thermal
performance in the window industry. The state-of-the-art
materials and precision engineering insures you a quiet,
secure environment with unsurpassed efficiency that
lowers the cost of comfort year round.

And best of all, the Eclipse Double Hung Replacement
Window is an Earthwise Vinyl Window. Earthwise
windows are guaranteed to last a lifetime and will improve
the  comfort and appearance of your home. So make the
intelligent choice in windows. Be Windowwise, choose a
window by Earthwise.

Earthwise Vinyl Windows
Earthwise is a selective national group of window

manufacturing fabricators who produce the same high
quality vinyl window system. This alliance of fabricators is
called the Earthwise Group.

The group was formed with the purpose of creating a
national identity within the window industry and combin-
ing production, distribution and marketing strengths.

Superior DesignThermal Performance

The Vinyl 
The design of the window and the quality of the

extrusion insures the beauty and performance of the
finished product. The window systems of Earthwise
Windows are designed and extruded by our partner,
Deceuninck Inc. Deceuninck is recognized as the world’s
leading extruder of vinyl window and door systems. 

All vinyl is produced from abundantly common
natural materials and is thus an extremely eco-responsible
product. All of our vinyl profiles are completely recyclable
and environmental friendly. www.deceuninck.com

The Spacer 
When selecting windows for your home you want to

look for products that give you the quality and
performance your home deserves. A smart place to start is
to look for windows that have the SpacerWise insulated
glass system.

SpacerWise insulated glass is an advanced “Warm
Edge Technology” insulated glass system found exclusively
in Earthwise Vinyl Windows. It’s smart technology creates
a superior warm edge thermal barrier that reduces
conductive heat loss through the window.

The SpacerWise insulated glass design makes it
stronger and better at retaining insulating gas than
conventional spacer designs. The SpacerWise insulated
glass is so energy efficient that it keeps the edges of the
window glass warmer, making your home more
comfortable in the winter.

So make the wise choice, choose SpacerWise
insulated glass exclusively in Earthwise Vinyl Windows.

The Glass
Earthwise vinyl windows offers some of the most

advanced warm edge technology in our window systems.
Our optional Comfort U WiseGlass is a value-added
Low E product that  brings energy savings and comfort to
your home.

Comfort U WiseGlass is engineered to provide year
round comfort, keeping your home cooler in summer by
keeping out unwanted solar heat and warmer in the winter
by keeping furnace heat inside.

Comfort U WiseGlass helps your home become
more energy efficient and comfortable thanks to almost
invisible microscopically thin coatings that block out
unwanted solar energy and keep in furnace heat.
Additionally, Comfort U WiseGlass significantly reduces
the fabric fading effects of ultraviolet light and resists
condensation and it’s effects on your home environment.

So in choosing glass options make the wise choice,
choose Comfort U WiseGlass found only in Earthwise
Vinyl Windows.

- Variety of Designer Color Choices
- Fusion Welded Sash and Mainframe
- Slope Sill Design
- Trim Sightline Sashes
- Sashes Tilt-In for Easy Cleaning
- Interlocking Sash Meeting Rail
- Multi-Chamber Extrusions
- 3/4” SpacerWise Insulated Glass System
- Advanced Balance System Technology
- Trimline Limit/Vent Locks
- Designer Cam Lock
- Full Length Extruded Handle Rail
- Recessed Tilt Latches
- Heavy Duty Weatherstrip Design
- Beautiful Millwork Exterior Frame
- Extruded Half or Full Screen Option
- Lifetime Guarantee

Verified Quality
Earthwise Vinyl Windows have set the standard for

quality and service in the window industry. Our windows
and doors are engineered and built to meet the highest
standards and specifications in the industry. Earthwise
Vinyl Windows are tested to AAMA and NFRC standards,
as well as enjoying a partnership with the Energy Star
program. 

The Energy Star window program is a voluntary part-
nership between the US Department of Energy and partici-
pating window manufacturers. All of our windows using
Comfort U WiseGlass Low-E are Energy Star compliant.

The National Fenestration Rating Council (NFRC) is a
non profit, public-private organization created by the
window, door, and skylight industry. It has established a
voluntary national energy performance rating and labeling
system. All Earthwise Vinyl Windows meet NFRC rating
guidelines.

The American Architectural Manufacturers Association
(AAMA) is a voluntary organization that establishes
material performance standards for the window industry.
Our windows meet or exceed the AAMA guidelines.

As you can see, our windows and doors meet or
exceed demanding rating requirements, providing a
lifetime of top-quality, performance and efficiency.

Manufacturing Excellence
Earthwise windows are all produced with the most
technologically advanced, state-of-the-art manufacturing
equipment and techniques. Through lean manufacturing
and continuous improvement programs, our insulated
glass technology and vinyl processing production insures
the highest quality and performance in our window
systems.


